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ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM AND POP ART
This set briefly explores two mid-20th-century art styles, one entirely American, the other 
American and British.

Franz Kline, New York, NY

PART 5 
Looking at the images

GORKY, The liver is the cock’s comb
POLLOCK, The She Wolf
POLLOCK, Number 17A
DE KOONING, Woman
KLINE, New York, NY
MOTHERWELL, Elegy to the Spanish Republic 34
STILL, 1957-D No. 1
ROTHKO, Light red over black
NEWMAN, First Station
LOUIS, Alpha-Phi
NOLAND, Gift
STELLA, Hyena stomp
JOHNS, Flag on an orange field
JOHNS, Beer cans
RAUSCHEN-BERG, Winter pool
HAMILTON, Interior 11
PAOLOZZI, Wittgenstein at the cinema...
LICHTENSTEIN, In the car
WARHOL, Marilyn
ROSENQUIST, Marilyn Monroe
OLDENBURG,Two cheeseburgers...
OLDENBURG, Soft wash basin
OLDENBURG, Lipsticks in Piccadilly Circus
WESSELMANN, Great American Nude
KIENHOLZ, The War Memorial
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Pop Art hits the jackpot    
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 The size factor
 The formal elements
 Texture and space
 What is a work of art?
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 Exploring painting methods
 Stretching the imagination
 Looking for good ideas
 Using images of today
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INTRODUCTION

Abstract Expressionist paintings were 
made in the decade following World 
War II; ironically, Jackson Pollock’s 
‘free’ action paintings were exploited in 
the cause of the Cold War.  However, 
from the art historical point of view the 
masters of Abstract Expressionism 
were the last of the modernists to tackle 
new ways of addressing a flat canvas 
— a preoccupation of the avant-garde 
painters ever since the Impressionists.

 New York had been introduced 
to modern  European  styles — Post 
Impressionist, Cubist, Futurist — in 
1913, at the famous Armory Show.  
As their museums reveal, Americans 
became modern art collectors. Then 
in the mid-20th century, a handful of 
painters in New York became leaders 
of the international art scene. 

 Pop Art grew in the 1950s, in 
differing forms in London and New 
York. It was recognised as a sign of  
the  times,  like  pop music, film stars, 
JFK or the moon landing.  Young artists 
analysed the mass media imagery seen 
in colour magazines, on television, 
now showing live reportage, and hard-
selling billboards.  Using practices and 
images of commercial art, they made 
non-abstract works about their world 
of ‘today’. 

 Pop artists combined mediums, 
materials and techniques — painting, 
collage, assemblage, ready-mades, 
photography, screenprinting, vinyl 
for sculpture, etc.  Their work was 
gimmicky and fun, often with a biting 
edge.  If it puzzled the art critics, the 
public fell for it.  Never had new art 
been so accessible to all.   

Jackson Pollock
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 With Pop Art some of the best ideas 
come from the juxtaposition of unrelated items, 
eg Lipsticks and Piccadilly Circus, soldiers 
and a hot dog stall.  The link with Surrealism 
is obvious.  Thus teachers can encourage 
pupils to put objects in situations outside their 
usual context:  a steam engine coming out 
of a fireplace, an apple taking the place of a 
head, a cannon in a street surrounded by fruit, 
or a stuffed bird placed in a goldfish bowl and 
put in a shopping trolley.  

 This is not to encourage flicking through 
magazines, but there could be a brainstorming 
session, drawing from observation, then 
placing in another context, or working from a 
still life arrangement of extraordinary items.  
Work may of course be three-dimensional, i.e. 
making an environment in a box. 

Making soft sculpture
An alternative along the same lines is to 
encourage pupils to make items out of 
inappropriate materials.  Oldenburg’s soft 
sculptures offer a wealth of possibilities:  a 
cup and saucer covered in fur, the sink or 
drum kit made of sponge, the papier mâché 
hamburger.  One might wrap items to make 
them look like something else, or make them 

afresh in a different media:   a clay toothbrush, 
plaster clothes peg, foam cake.

 Changing the scale renews interest 
in mundane objects:  the toothbrush that 
becomes two metres long, the clothes peg 
drawn as a sculpture as high as the Empire 
State Building, the lipsticks in Piccadilly Circus 
taking on the appearance of space rockets, 
again this exercise may be three-dimensional, 
drawn or collage, the chair that fills a room, 
the matchbox as big as the table, the ladybird 
the size of an alsation.

 Or items can be used as something 
else.  Simple when it works but difficult to 
make look convincing.  Picasso’s Bull’s Head 
made from a bicycle saddle and handle bars 
is an enduring image.  After all, young children 
are encouraged to use wooden bricks to make 
castles, junk materials for a tank.  

  Food and drink are portrayed in Pop 
Art.  They also figure in the repertoire of 
subject matter undertaken in class.  However, 
Pop Art discovers an unusual range of objects: 
stuffed tights as sausages, tissue paper as 
lettuces, a beer label on a packet of biscuits.  
Food might be made or cooked in class, then 
packaged with linking label, logo, name and 
advertisement, or a new drink product could 
be prepared for market.

Rauschenberg’s Bed, 1955, 
mixed media, 191.2x80x16.5cm
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Part 5 — Looking at the images




